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or conferences, or meetings, or programs.
That’s a huge asset for the University in
terms of its ability to influence the world
[and] to make this an exciting place for
our students. In the two years I’ve been
here, I’ve had the privilege of welcoming
more than 30 heads of state or former
heads of state to speak at the University,
and the numbers are similarly remarkable
for leaders in business or in other fields.
How we can best take advantage of that
convening power in a world where civil,
thoughtful, pragmatic discourse is in all-
too-short supply is one of the things that
will be very important for our profes-
sional-school deans to think together
about in the years ahead.

Finally, where our professional schools
are concerned, I think we all are con-
vinced that the value of an activity or a
profession is not measured by how large a
house its practitioners live in. If Harvard

is going to serve society in the way that it
can, we will have to find ways of mobiliz-
ing resources to ensure access and to at-
tain the absolutely highest standards of

excellence in professional schools like
government, education, public health, and
divinity, where the rewards are not pecu-
niary, but the social contribution is great. 

This is going to be an important chal-
lenge because their alumni, in many cases,

are not in a great position to strengthen
those schools in the way that some other
alumni are. That’s why these changes that
we have been able to make in our policies
for crediting class gifts—to recognize
support for public service—are so impor-
tant [see “Where Credit Is Due,” January-
February 2003, page 68]. That’s why the
University financial-aid fund is so impor-
tant [see “A ‘Down Payment’ on Financial
Aid,” March-April 2003, page 56]. That’s
why I’m pleased that we’ve been able to
take a first step by ensuring universal loan
availability for all students coming to Har-
vard. That’s why collaborations between
the di≠erent schools are so important.

On the agenda for the sciences.
The most important thing I’ve been
able to do to support the life sciences was
to recruit Steve Hyman as provost. With
Steve’s experience in the medical school
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In a 5,900-word letter to the Harvard community dated Octo-
ber 21, written at the Corporation’s request, President Lawrence
H. Summers outlined the “especially fortunate” prospect for cam-
pus growth in Allston and propounded “a set of working hypothe-
ses” that might guide academic development there.While noting
that much of the 200 acres of land is “highly encumbered,” he
forecast “limited building within the next several years” and more
development in the next decade.The task will be “uncommonly
challenging,” Summers wrote, because making the best use of the
property requires thinking “over a longer-than-usual time hori-
zon, a more expansive physical terrain, and a wider span of acade-
mic and other domains,” while considering finance, community
relations, and “relationships among different parts of Harvard as
they exist and as they might exist.”

Summers advanced five “programmatic planning assumptions,”
characterizing them as “neither immutable nor merely conjec-
tural.” The elements, which closely resemble ideas leaked last
summer (see “In Allston Planning, the Silly Season,” November-
December 2003, page 64), are:

•Science and technology: Given likely growth in scientific and en-
gineering research, and foreseeable constraints on space in Cam-
bridge (soon) and the Longwood Medical Area (eventually), All-
ston should become “home to a robust critical mass of scientific
activity.”

•Professional schools: The Graduate School of Education (GSE)
and the School of Public Health (SPH) would relocate to new, ex-
panded facilities in Allston, where they may collaborate with each
other and with the Business School.

•Housing and urban life: New housing units will accommodate
graduate and professional students, and perhaps some faculty
members; amenities (shopping, parks, transportation) must be
provided to sustain a lively urban neighborhood.

•Culture and community: Performing-arts space and museums
will both enliven Allston and meet currently unfulfilled needs.

•Undergraduate life. A priority “more speculative than others” is
the potential for locating undergraduate Houses close to the
Charles River. This would entail relocating athletic fields and facil-
ities, but could free the Radcliffe Quad for alternate reuse or ac-
commodate more College students from outside the United
States.

On the basis of these “considered hypotheses, not crystallized
decisions,” Summers then established the framework for detailed
academic and physical planning—the progression from “an open-
ended discussion about multiple possible scenarios to a more fo-
cused discussion about…one possible conception that appears
to hold particular promise,” and about how to realize that con-
ception.The two principal measures are task forces, with signifi-
cant faculty representation, to refine academic programs; and the
hiring of a planning firm to turn those ideas into a physical devel-
opment scheme.

University provost Steven E. Hyman will chair a task force on
science and technology. Business School dean Kim B. Clark will do
the same for the professional-schools working group. Dennis F.
Thompson,Whitehead professor of political philosophy and chair
of the University Physical Planning Committee, will direct the
group examining culture, housing, and urban life. Faculty of Arts and
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here and in running the National Institute
of Mental Health, he has been able to
bring enormous expertise, sophistication,
and energy to our work in the life sci-
ences.

It’s the beginning of wisdom in think-
ing about the life sciences to recognize
that there’s no one way [to proceed]. Just
as an ecosystem flourishes when it is var-
ied, with multiple di≠erent species inter-
acting in changing ways, so, too, our task
in the life sciences is to create an environ-
ment in which many di≠erent approaches
can flourish—in which scholars at Har-
vard can do both very basic conceptual re-
search on the nature of an organism and
clinical research on specific diseases, in
which individual investigators can ponder
particular problems that fascinate them
and large groups of collaborators can use
expensive machinery to achieve stated sci-
entific objectives, in which the best sci-

ence within traditional disciplines like
chemistry or biology can take place and
the best interdisciplinary science that
cuts across fields can [also] take place.

We’ve also recognized, of course, that as
exciting as what’s happening in the life
sciences is, there’s much else happening in
science, from cosmology on the largest
possible scale to nanotechnology—two
areas in which Harvard has made substan-
tial contributions in the last couple of
years.

We’ve launched a number of initiatives
in the last several years. They include our
participation in the Broad Institute—the
largest-scale collaboration ever between
Harvard and MIT and perhaps between
two large American universities—with
the generosity of Eli Broad, that will seek
to use the tools of technology to support
researchers in genomics and related areas
[see “Genomic Joint Venture,” September-

October 2003, page 75]. We’ve launched an
institute for mathematical biology and
evolution led by Martin Nowak, who is
the first joint appointment between the
math and biology departments. The work
there is fascinating, ranging from a whole
new theory of why AIDS has such a long
and variable gestation period to issues re-
lating to the mathematics of language.

Just this last week, Josh Sanes accepted
our appointment as the leader of our new
initiative in systems neuroscience, along
with Je≠ Lichtman, who’ll also be joining
us from Washington University [see page
60]. [They complement] Markus Meister
[Tarr professor of molecular and cellular
biology, in FAS] and Carla Shatz [Pusey
professor of neurobiology], who does a
great job as chair of the neurobiology de-
partment at the medical school. We will
have a terrific critical mass of researchers
in this area and, in something of a depar-

Sciences (FAS) dean William C. Kirby will oversee work on under-
graduate life, including residences and athletic facilities; with the
president and provost, he will also convene all the task force lead-
ers and others to set common directions.And vice president for
administration Sally Zeckhauser has been charged with identifying
the firm Harvard will retain to prepare the Allston master plan.

In a letter to the public-health faculty, SPH dean Barry R.
Bloom observed that “a new campus…offers extraordinary pos-
sible new roles” for the school in collaborating with Harvard’s
life-sciences and social-sciences programs—among possible long-
term advantages from relocating if “real and potential problems”
can be overcome. GSE dean Ellen Condliffe Lagemann, communi-
cating with her faculty members, embraced the prospect of a
new campus “first and foremost” because of the school’s current
space constraints.

Within FAS, which would span not only the Charles River but
the business school campus, early reactions were more mixed.
Kirby wrote colleagues outlining “exciting opportunities,” particu-
larly in the sciences, while acknowledging difficult issues of plan-
ning and coordination yet to come. In discussion at a formal fac-
ulty meeting on October 21, Daniel S. Fisher, professor of physics
and of applied physics, criticized the process that had led to the
preliminary decisions Summers laid out, and raised the specter of
damaged, rather than enhanced, scholarly collaboration if Allston
science facilities are distant from the current and anticipated
Cambridge laboratories. Summers and Kirby responded that
early-stage planning was necessarily speculative, and that Cam-
bridge simply could not accommodate anticipated growth in the

coming decades. Orlando Patterson, Cowles professor of sociol-
ogy, wondered whether growth were inevitable and desirable.
Summers pointed to new fields of knowledge, such as computa-
tional biology, and observed that most professional schools ex-
pect to grow by as much as a couple of percent each year, though
FAS might not want to pursue a comparable path. In the subse-
quent faculty meeting, on November 18, Kirby said Allston was
important for “a landlocked, space-starved, ambitious” FAS.

Clearly, the discussion the president’s letter was intended to
focus has begun. Beyond broad philosophical issues, practical de-
tails loom, too. The letter’s penultimate paragraph raises “the
prospect of very substantial capital costs.” The “formidable fi-
nancing challenge” carries implications both for extending “exist-
ing mechanisms”—apparently a reference to the $500-million
levy on the schools’ endowments negotiated by President Neil L.
Rudenstine in 2001—and for “broader fundraising efforts in the
future.” The first of these proposals may spark debate: the half-
percent “tax” imposed on endowments beginning in fiscal year
2002 for the Allston “infrastructure fund” met with much oppo-
sition from within FAS, which was finally mollified by a promise
that the assessment would be strictly limited to five years and
$500 million. The issue is now under review in FAS’s resources
committee. (For more on the fundraising implications, see page
68.) As the opportunity presented by Allston comes into view,
the scope of the challenge clearly does, too.

The complete letter is available at Harvard’s general information
website for Allston, www.allston.harvard.edu. Comments may be sub-
mitted to allston@harvard.edu.
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